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• What is this work all about?

1. Introduction
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1. Introduction

• Liquidity means to be unstable, time dependent.

• Flexibility has replaced solidity!

WE LIVE LIQUID 

TIMES. NOTHING 

IS MADE TO 

LAST.
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1. Introduction

Alvin & Heidi Toefler: A society makes war resembles the way it makes
wealth

Liquid enemies are time dependent and scattered. Political borders are

meaningless. Their loyalties, alliances and danger are time sensitive.
They will change before being defeated.
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1. Introduction

• Developing countries have access to some pieces of the latest

technologies, but not to a critical number of others.

• A balanced mix of late and old technologies can be a hedge both

against economic and operational failures.

• Sometimes, it can be wise to use obsolete items in a creative way.

• Everyone looks for Speed and accuracy but these key features are not
in the grasp of everyone.
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The first results make the 

difference!

In thesis, product lifecycles

are reducing, but, in practice,

they are stretched by suitable

strategy.

Then effectiveness dilutes,

and it is hard to stop it, no

matter how the technology is

advanced

Maturity  Profits

1. Introduction
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One must take
care not to
buy a XXIth

Century
Maginot Line

Thus, in times of fast developing-fast obsolesce:

What are the Trends for EW?

What can Peripheral clients do?

How Global Powers producers must deal with them?
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2. Adm Braga’s Equation• .

Where: P = performance;

M = maintainability;

T = training;

W = technological mastery; and

A = appropriateness to the mission.

Effectiveness =⌘(P,M,T,W, A) 

None of these five (5) factors must go too close to zero

⌘ is a T-norm
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• .2. Adm Braga’s Equation

Most decision makers are seduced by performance.

High performance  sophisticated maintenance or + spares.

To produce own spares  training costs and technology mastery.

Technical sophistication  more maintenance training + well-

equipped workshops and laboratories + Operators with deeper

technical knowledge.

Low $  performance ⍶ mission requirements.

High performance  + operational training + maintenance +

logistics

Performance
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Interoperability is becoming increasingly more important. In network-

centric warfare environments all systems must be connected together 

and data correctly exchanged among them.

There must be some sort of protection to avoid information to be 

intercepted by the enemy, once, for peripherals, the manufacturers of 

the systems from both sides are more or less the same. 

2. Adm Braga’s Equation

There are no frontiers at
cyber-space!

Technology Mastery is
essential!
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Sending parts to be repaired abroad  too long and too expensive;

Technical Mastery  improve and adapt  stretch lifecycles.

MTBF, Turn-around times are decisive to design a maintenance structure,

this is an advantage for indigenous systems.

It is a mistake to take performance alone as the key factor to choose a

system.

Maintainability seems more important!

2. Adm Braga’s Equation
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3. Standing at the Periphery

True, but tricky, example of

what happens in many (not

all) developing countries:

Brazil had the 11th larger

military budget in 2014, but

only 25% invested in military

capability. The % of military

spending / GDP has gradually

decreased.
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3. Standing at the Periphery

Leading-edge technology demand high investments in R&D. Most of it 

worldwide (± 51%) came from the top 1000 companies. It was found that 

they applied three main innovation strategies: a) Need Seekers; b) Market 

Readers; and c) Technology Drivers, 
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3. Standing at the Periphery

Almost Instantaneous Obsolescence. 

Lifecycles quickly 0. 

WEF: Talent training is a key issue for Brazil (most developing countries).

It is hard to build a robust pipeline of talents with degrees or advanced

technical certifications. It needs more STEM (Science,Technology,

Engineering and Mathematics) education!

It is hard to follow up the pace!
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3. Standing at the Periphery

Thus, top rank international firms are essential to introduce

innovative products.

However  Performance x Readiness (T,W and M).

Local smaller private companies, with robust technical expertise, can

help to build a healthy dialogue. They will not be sales representatives!

Partnerships are strategic issues. However, one must rather look for 

startup enterprises. That may be a way to have access to new 

brains.
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4. Modern Liquid EW

• Liquid strategies  objectives and missions are fluid. 

• Gamification seems to be the best solution for planning.

• Gamification is understood the use of game theory to improve knowledge 

about something. Correct game model  good situational awareness.

• This will be the main EW and IW contribution to the conduction of liquid 

wars.

http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-

corporate-finance/our-insights
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4. Modern Liquid EW

Traditionally, ES  search for, 

intercept, identify and locate 

emissions for the purpose of 

threat recognition, targeting 

planning and conduction of 

future operations.

In liquid environments, emission 

identification is running into 

obsolesce, and replaced by 

leveling the emissions “danger”. 
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4. Modern Liquid EW

Now, it is more important to understand technologically what kind of

information the emission intends to collect and the enemy’s intention.

The focus will lay on strategic interaction (players recognize the mutual

interdependence of their decisions).

Liquid ES systems must, then, analyze the EM environment and

unveil, most of all, the enemy strategy. Thus, AI techniques becomes

attractive.

Peripherals can do this….
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4. Modern Liquid EW

Strategy identification will slow down the output rate of liquid EW

systems, but only large platforms will require very fast reaction times.

Van Creveld foresees that large RCS platforms will be progressively

extincted. Their use will be limited to the first steps a conflict or be

destroyed. The survival of these platforms will be highly related to EW.

In contrast, missiles, small drones and all kind of unmanned

platforms (UAVs UUVs, ULVs, etc) will be massively employed.

Swarms of

Small Platforms
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5. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

Uncertainties will be the key point of liquid wars

Trends:

1) Unmanned platforms;

2) Swarms;

3) Low cost missiles

4) Low RCS platforms;

5) Pol. measurement;

6) Flexible (SW Def) EW;

7) Strategy knowledge;

8) Sit. awareness denial;

9) AI Techniques;

10) Mixed-tech systems;

11) Gamification.
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5. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

Close-to-

traditional EW

systems will

survive

mixing

cutting-edge

with old

technologies
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5. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

Peripherals clients  and top producers must get alongside together.

A local adviser, that is more than a simple sales representative, can 

overcome difficulties. Besides usual representative skills It must have a 

solid technical background and good contacts with local industries and 

service providers.

Foreign manufacturers must be opened to launch joint ventures 

with a set of local companies and research centers. Normally, there 

is room for everyone to profit, but with lower rates.
You need

local help!

It’s high Tech, but I 

feel no Quality
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5. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

To think about liquid wars and liquid EW is not just to think of how new 

technology will change war or improve tomorrow’s EW.

The desperate search for cutting-edge technology ended along with the 

solid world foundations. The smart use of the technology in hand is 

what matters.

Peripherals can also do this….

Adm Braga’s Equation all the times!

https://www.google.com.br/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjv_OzPntLSAhWFl5AKHe4rBosQjRwIBw&url=https://gracefulagony.wordpress.com/2010/07/26/in-quicksand/&bvm=bv.149397726,d.Y2I&psig=AFQjCNEYCZGffvZ1xoD_C7DUjsio16-R8w&ust=1489451770142761
https://www.google.com.br/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjv_OzPntLSAhWFl5AKHe4rBosQjRwIBw&url=https://gracefulagony.wordpress.com/2010/07/26/in-quicksand/&bvm=bv.149397726,d.Y2I&psig=AFQjCNEYCZGffvZ1xoD_C7DUjsio16-R8w&ust=1489451770142761
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Thanks!

Contacts: admacedof@iee.org
jrrtalves@gmail.com

mailto:admacedof@iee.org
mailto:jrrtalves@gmail.com
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4. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

• Nash Equilibrium  When each player finds the best way to act in the 

game. The player to get it, must have a good understanding of the conflict 

situational logic, the basis of situational awareness.

• It is a non-cooperative equilibrium: Both players search obtain as most 

they can, under the most effective action of the opponent.  They will force 

the other to make wrong decisions or overcome his capability to think and 

react.

• Unreal scenarios  waste resources and wrong strategy.
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4. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

Fast, small and low RCS ships and aircrafts will be intensively 

used to gather in-time intelligence. Their cost will be much lower 

then missiles, thus they become non-economic targets. 

However, missile costs will have to come down….
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5. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

New materials and 3D printing will soon give birth to adaptive RCS 

platforms in terms of frequency and polarization. That is polarization 

will become an important parameter to be measured in Liquid ES. 

http://www.radartutorial.eu
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5. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

The life cycle of such liquid EW systems will be short.

After they are employed once, they move accelerate towards obsolesce.

However, the disposal of an equipment can’t be done all the time. Thus, 

liquid EW will be constantly refurbished and will earn new features. 

Therefore, legacy systems will still be useful. What needs to be done is 

to propose the right strategy for their use.
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4. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

IW merges with EW  nerds in the Armed Forces. 

They are the ultimate liquid warriors.

At this point, a question arises: Are the Armed Forces, in fact, 

prepared for nerds?

They have their own objectives, are poorly disciplined (at least in the 

usual sense), their loyalty is fluid, and, usually, consider challenges 

more appealing than money. They face life in a radically different form 

and with different values then the traditional military man. 
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4. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

Anti-stealth radars using commercial cell-phone infrastructure, as the 

Celldar©, which are quite liquid in its essence, may become more popular.

http://www.zzz.com.ru/index.php?area=articles&action=show

_article&article_id=110&session_id=0

http://www.zzz.com.ru/index.php?area=articles&action=show_article&article_id=110&session_id=0
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4. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

Skilled and trained

warriors or technicians

are expensive.

Fortunately, they will

not need to be in the

front line anymore.

By DARPA - This file was derived from:  DARPA Strategic Plan (2009).pdf, Public Domain, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=20798486
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4. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

Thus, the role of ES is vital in liquid wars.

However, in localized conflicts, one will find in both sides emitters 

constructed by the same manufacturers. 

Thus, the transmission modes will be tailored to match the needs of 

the force to which it belongs.

If this is done by the manufacturer, he will gain the power to unbalance the 

force scale.
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4. Liquid EW in Liquid 
Operational Environments 

• Uncertainties in the situation 

awareness will blur the created 

models. However, acting with 

speed, making suitable pressure 

on such gravity centers and well-

done negotiation assertiveness 

will lead to an advantageous 

position.

https://br.pinterest.com/pin/38702878019416824/
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6. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

The 3.5 questions quiz for the next war:

1) Who will be the next war enemy?

It doesn’t matter. We will know it when it begins;

2) Where will next war be?

It doesn’t matter. We will know when it begins.

3) What will be the next war weapons and systems?

It doesn’t matter. We can use everything or nothing.

We will know them when the war begins.
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6. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

The 3.5 questions quiz for the next war:

3.5) How must we think during the next war?

Oooops!!! This is the tricky question! 

We can start learning how to think, and what to learn right now. 

https://www.google.com.br/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjv_OzPntLSAhWFl5AKHe4rBosQjRwIBw&url=https://gracefulagony.wordpress.com/2010/07/26/in-quicksand/&bvm=bv.149397726,d.Y2I&psig=AFQjCNEYCZGffvZ1xoD_C7DUjsio16-R8w&ust=1489451770142761
https://www.google.com.br/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjv_OzPntLSAhWFl5AKHe4rBosQjRwIBw&url=https://gracefulagony.wordpress.com/2010/07/26/in-quicksand/&bvm=bv.149397726,d.Y2I&psig=AFQjCNEYCZGffvZ1xoD_C7DUjsio16-R8w&ust=1489451770142761
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6. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

Not only criminals and terrorists, but security forces as well, will violate

the privacy in telecommunications. Intelligence will be gathered from data

obtained by any possible on-line activity such as credit card use, cell

phone localization, social networks posts, etc.

Peripherals can do this…
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6. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

There will be too much data, and the actors will have to undertake some 

risks. Any strategy will rely on what are the acceptable risks. 

EW and IW will somehow merge and give rise to a new generation of

systems, covering wide bands and with powerful processing. Close-to-

traditional EW systems will survive mixing cutting-edge with old

technologies
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3. Standing at the Periphery

There will be a huge shift in the required working force 

skills,  we must be prepared for it. 

In contrast with the other industrial revolutions, the pace 

of this one is too fast. How all of this will unfold is 

unpredictable and, thus, has a liquid nature.

SPtechnews at https://twitter.com/SPtechnews
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6. Final Considerations and 
Conclusions

Compel products and maintenance 

structures beyond client’s level of 

development is to deny them to get 

the most of the system.

Penalty: If the customer doesn’t 

feel quality in what he buys, never 

mind how high-tech and innovative 

it is, a second business will not be 

closed.

You need

local help!
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1. Introduction

3 Reasons why wars among

world powers are unlikely:

1) nuclear danger;

2) Too much High-Tech

involved, it would be too

expensive;

3) NERDS and they are not 

willing to die ….

However, wars will continue at 
the Periphery…

Global

Powers

Peripheral

Actors
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4. Modern Liquid EW

Liquid wars  large distances and robots will do the dirty job. Thus, long

range missiles will proliferateradar and navigation ECM will be used to

neutralize seekers effectiveness.

http://breakingdefense.com/2016/04/winning-the-

missile-wars-army-navy-tech-in-hasc-ndaa/

Low RCS and heat

signature platforms will be

compulsory.

low cost missiles

development

Flexibility:

SW Defined EW
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4. Modern Liquid EW

• Liquid strategies  objectives and missions are fluid. 

• Gamification seems to be the best solution for planning.

• Gamification is understood the use of game theory to improve knowledge 

about something. Correct game model  good situational awareness.

• This will be the main EW and IW contribution to the conduction of liquid 

wars.

http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-

corporate-finance/our-insights


